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When a person who you thought was thrown in jail forever thanks to you, breaks out looking for you, what do
you do? That’s the question Katrina Barnes is battling with inside this sequel to the groundbreaking
best-selling novel Masters of the Game. Katrina is at the height of her life finishing up high school and
enjoying her life with her man Dom Foreman. But she is faced with the possibility of it all crumbling in front
of her face as she reads the front of the local newspaper to see that man she put in prison has escaped and is
looking for her.
Angel the baby father of Trish and former pimp of her and her sister Tracy will stop at nothing to find Katrina
and take her down along with Rodney, Dom, Tracy, and his own baby mother Trish After the funeral of her
father Ronii looks forward to making sure she has enough money to pay for her mother’s approaching funeral.
She works non-stop with her business partner Lucky Lefty which is what eventually catches the attention of
the block kingpin that’s suddenly losing business because of Ronii Green. New love, lust, greed, passion, and
trust issues all are a part of Ronii’s world as she travels through this groundbreaking sequel. After watching
her cousin shot down in the street by cops Lyric is forced to leave her sisters behind as she goes through trial
and faces some heavy time. Luckily after only serving seven months and getting off with gun possession Lyric
is set free back into the world. But, there is nothing but problems in Lyric’s world. Problems that only super

woman Lyric can solve. With sibling rivalry, being the head of the household, and living with being the reason
her cousin was shot down Lyric has enough on her plate to make a person lose their sanity in this
groundbreaking sequel to Masters of Escape. Just when the three masters of their own games think that things
are actually becoming peaceful trouble always seems to find its way to their door

